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Save yourself some time, print from page 2  
and take them with you when you measure your spa. 

                                                                               

Please fill in all details below and once completed return to us at: wdalgarve@gmail.com 

Name:  Tel. No.  Email:  

Cover or Spa? Which should I measure? 

If your current cover fits perfectly, then measure that cover, there is nothing better.  However, if your cover is waterlogged, warped, or misshapen, you should measure your 

spa as well to ensure the new lid fits properly.  

 

A quick note: We guarantee your new cover will fit perfectly and will be manufactured to within 1” of the measurements you give us. In all the years we have 

manufactured lids we have never made a mistake, however if we do we will take full responsibility for it and replace your cover at no charge. However if you make a 

mistake then you will have to take responsibility for it – so take your time, all this information is for one reason to remove the potential for mistakes. We review every 

order and catch mistakes before they go into production but we cannot guarantee it will be correct unless you review the dimensions you give us.  In reality, measuring for 

a spa cover is really easy. Follow these simple steps and you’ll be fine. If you need further information and see how the experts do it watch our video “Measuring for a New 

Spa Cover” at our website. 

Where should I measure?  

First, measure your dimensions based on the installation type that best matches your own:           
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                          For spa cabinets with no rail:                                                            For spa cabinets with a rail:                                                                           For in-ground spas: 

                Measure from the widest point on the acrylic lip.                          Measure from the widest points on the rail. .                                 Measure from the widest points above ground 

1. How should I measure it? 
Measure each requested dimension in inches at the widest point. Round up every measurement to the nearest half inch. A rule of thumb is that if a cover is a little too 
big, it will work fine. If it’s small, it probably won’t.  

2. Pick a shape from below that best represents your hot tub lid shape, make a note below, then measure? 

 

Cover Type: 

DIMENSION A:  cm DIMENSION B: cm DIMENSION C: cm DIMENSION D:  cm DIMENSION E: cm DIMENSION F: cm 
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IMPORTANT:   Get the Fold Right! – (the dotted lines in the shapes above represent the fold) 

95% of the time the fold cuts the longest dimension (typically A) in half but it can cut the shortest dimension in half too. We eliminate any potential confusion with this 

simple rule:   The fold always cuts the A dimension in half. Be sure to enter the right dimension in “A.” TAKE YOUR TIME TO GET THIS RIGHT. 

                                 Picture A                                                                                   Picture B                                                                                     Picture C 

             

Picture A - Never measure the exact hinge as it is typically 1” shorter than the actual lid               
 
3. Measure the Skirt (Picture B)  
The skirt extends down from your cover bottom and overlaps the top of your spa. Cover skirts protect the acrylic of your spa from UV damage so it’s important that 
they hang down enough to cover the acrylic. If your spa has a rail that sticks out from the cabinet under the acrylic, most people extend the skirt down past the rail. If 
you do this, be sure the cover is wide enough around so that the skirt can hang straight down. 

Cover Skirt Length                    cm 
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4. Measure the Straps (Picture C)  

Please measure cover safety straps from the bottom of the cover down to where the strap meets the clip (don’t include the clip itself), if you have a flush mount you can 
order straps as small as 1” longer than your skirt. For your information the straps are positioned on the B dimension 

Strap Length                     cm  

If you want your straps in a specific location please specify here:       cm 

See Strap Location document for guide 

5. Measure the Radius  

If your spa has radius corners, then to correctly measure the corner radius use this diagram to help you. If you have not got a carpenter’s square, use our 

radius template downloadable at our website. The key is not to make the radius too big, when in doubt take the smaller measurement. Attached is a 

radius indicator that when printed can be placed directly over the hot tub cover radius to check your measurements. 

                                                                                          

6. The easiest part, pick a colour from the samples swatches below and note it here. 

Colour Name:        Radius:             cm 
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                TAN                           DARK BROWN                  CHERRY RED                     BLACK                                   GREY                                GREEN                         DARK BLUE 
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